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Scattering from a Spatially Restricted Atom, I 
E. B. DAVIES 
Mathematical Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3LB, England 
We prove the existence and completeness of the wave operators for a model 
describing the elastic scattering of a neutron from the nucleus of an atom 
which is harmonically bound to a certain site in an infinite lattice. We then solve 
a similar problem for proton scattering under the assumption that the nuclear 
charge distribution has a nontrivial symmetry group, and finally consider 
dissipative effects due to the other lattice atoms on the scattering. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the scattering of a neutron from the nucleus of an atom of finite 
mass. We assume that the atom is harmonically bound to a particular site in a 
lattice by Coulomb forces, which do not affect the neutron because of its lack of 
charge. We approximate by neglecting the vibrations of the other atoms in the 
lattice and the possibility of collisions of the neutron with these atoms. Our 
Hamiltonian H on L2(R6) is then 
= KI + K, + V = HO + V, 
where 
and V is the operator on L*(tF) corresponding to the potential JT on R3. We 
assume that V is a relatively bounded perturbation of I&, with relative bound 
less than one, so that His self-adjoint on the same domain as Ho . 
We use the Kato-Birman theory [13, 151 to prove the existence and com- 
pleteness of wave operators between H and H,, . Since AT, has discrete spectrum 
the Hamiltonian H,, has an infinite number of channels, which are coupled 
together by the interaction V. Our Hamiltonian may be regarded as corre- 
sponding to a degenerate three-body problem, where the third body is the 
lattice (of infinite mass) and where the three-body threshold is infinite; this 
enables us in Section 2 to adapt the work of Simon [16, 171 to our problem. 
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The case of elastic proton scattering is more difficult because of the long-range 
nature of the Coulomb forces between the proton and nucleus. Although this 
is probably beyond the scope of the Kato-Birman theory in general, a lucky 
accident allows us to give a complete solution in Sections 3 and 4 subject to the 
assumption that the nucleus has a nontrivial symmetry group. 
Finally in Sections 5 and 6 we deal with the possibility of dissipation of energy 
to the other atoms in the lattice. Our conclusions are not definitive, and we 
consider that the problem is sufficiently interesting to merit further study. 
2. NEUTRON SCATTERING 
Since the strong forces between the neutron and nucleus are short range, we 
may assume that the potential P lies in the space Zr{L2(R3)} of functionsf on R3 
such that 
where C, is a partition of R3 into unit cubes. According to the Kato-Birman 
theory [13, 15, 191 existence and completeness of the wave operator between H 
and HO follows if 
(H + E)-“V(H, + E)-” E Yl 
for sufficiently large E and n, where as in [14, 191 
9p = {A : tr[[ A [“I < cc>. 
We shall actually prove that 
V(H, + I)-” E e$ 
for sufficiently large n. 
LEMMA 1. If  peL2((W3) then 
V(H, + I)-” E Y2 
for all n > t. 
Proof. If a, b > 0 then since KI and K, commute 
V(H, + I)-‘-’ = V(K, + l)-” Kgb4, 
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where A is bounded. The integral kernel of V(K, + l)-aK;b is of the form 
and this is square integrable provided F E L2( IP) and G E L2( IP). Now 
P(h) = (1 + &k’)-a 
and this lies inLa(R3) if a > 2. Second 
11 G 11; = tr[Ki2b] 
= r(2b)-l Jam tr[eeKat] t2b-1 dt 




e-38/2(1 _ e-5)-3 $b--I ds, 
0 
which is finite if b > 8. We thus see that a + b > 2 + 8 = Q sufices for the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If P E L2(R3) then 
forsame Cp < co. 
Proof. By interpolation with Lemma 1 it is sufficient to prove that 
V(H, + 1)-‘/a is bounded. 
The operator V(K, + 1)--7/s has integral kernel 
fwl ,Yli x2 9Y2) = Gl -YdF(% - x2) YY, - Y2k 
where P, F EI,~(IR~), and so is a direct integral with respect to y of operators 
which are uniformly Hilbert-Schmidt with respect to x. Therefore V(K, + l)-‘/* 
and hence Z’(H, + l)-7/s are bounded. 
THEOREM 3. If  p E Z1(L2(lR3)) then 
V(H, + l)-” E 91 
for large enough n. 
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Proof. As in [3, 191 it is sufficient to consider the case where P is L2 of 
compact support. Given p as in Lemma 2 we prove inductively as in (31 that 
v&l + I)-” E J&l (2.1) 
for 1 < m < p. Let (2.1) hold for a particular m and let x E C,m(R3). Then 
P,X(H, + 1)-,-l = Pj(H6 + I)-’ X(H, + I)-” 
+ P,(H, + 1))‘[Ha, X](H, + l)-w-1 
= Pj(H, + 1)-i X(H, + I)-” 
+ P,(H, + 1)-i i PJ, + x, 
i 1 
(HO + l)-m-1, 
j=l 
where ;Eb , Xj are partial derivatives of x and hence lie in Ccm. Hence 
P,X(H, + I)++1 E 9& . 
If x equals one on the support of P then 
V(H, + 1)),I-1 = VX(H, + 1)-,-i 
= V(H, + 1)-i X(H, + l)-” 
+ Jqf& + I)-‘[Kl , X](H* + 1)--l 
= V(H, + I)-‘X(H, + 1)-m 
+ V(H, + I)-’ i PjXj + x0 
t 
(HO + 1)-,-l 
j=l 
This completes the inductive step. 
Let C,,“(llP) denote the space of Cm functions on Rn all of whose derivatives, 
including the zeroth, are bounded. We shall need the following technical 
extension of Theorem 3 later on. 
LEMMA 4. I f  B E Z1{L2(R3)} and WE C,=(R6) and H = H,, + W then 
Il(H,, + E)“(H + E)-” II -c ~0 
for all n and all kwge enough E. Hence 
V(H + E)-” E Yj 
for large enough n and E. 
607/3411-3 
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Proof. The second statement follows from the first by Theorem 3. 
Assume that for all m < n and YE C,m(R6) 
Ilwcl+ E)*y(H + E)-” II < a, 
I!(H + E)“P,(H + q-m-1 II < m, 
Il(fJ + E)“Qj(H + Q--l II -=c ~0 
for 1 < i < 6 and 4 < j < 6, the case n = 0 being obvious. Then 
(Ho + E)n+l Y(H + q-“-l 
= (Ho + E)‘” Y(H + E) + i YiP, + Y. (H + E)-“-1, 
I i=l i 
where Y, , Yi E Cbrn 
= (Ho + E)” Y(H + E)-n + (Ho + E)n Y,(H + lx-n-1 
+ f: (Ho + E)” Y,(H + E)-” ’ (H + E)” P,(H + lx)-“-1, 
i=l 
which is bounded by the inductive hypothesis. Similarly if 1 < i ,< 6 
(H + E)“+lP&l+ I?-“-2 
= (H + E)n{Pi(H + E) + yiQi + WJ(H + E)--n-2, 
where Wi E Cbm and yi = 0 if 1 < i < 3, which is again bounded. Finally if 
4<j<6 
(ET + E)“+l Qi(H + E)--n-2 
= (H + E)” te,(H + E) - & Pjl (H + E)-“-2 
= (H + E)” Qj(H + E)-“-l - &- (H + E)” Pj(H + q-n--2 
is bounded. With the inductive step completed the lemma now follows by putting 
Y = 1. 
3. LONG-RANGE SCATTERING 
While the analysis of Section 2 deals only with elastic neutron scattering one 
can easily adapt it to accommodate other direct n-n reactings by writing down 
a suitable system of equations. However, once one allows direct reactions such 
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as n-p and ~~--ol which involve charge transfer, long-range effects due to the 
Coulomb force become important. Similar problems also occur in other contexts, 
such as electron scattering off molecules. 
In this section we consider the same scattering problem as that in Section 2, 
but for long-range 7. Explicitly we assume 
where ps E P(L2(R3)) and 
for a finite measure TV of compact support which describes the charge distribu- 
tion of the nucleus (or molecule). 
Because the potential is long range the most that can be expected is the exis- 
tence and completeness of modified wave operators. Even so, without further 
simplification one probably has to abandon the Kato-Birman method and try 
instead that of Enss [8,9, 10, 181. By a lucky accident it happens that one can 
solve the problem using the Kato-Birman method combined with a trick of 
Simon [17] whenever the nuclear charge distribution has a nontrivial symmetry 
group, as happens for C12. 
By combining the ideas in this section with those of Simon [16, 171 it is 
possible to prove the existence and completeness of modified wave operators 
for two-cluster scattering of n-body systems below the three-cluster threshold, 
without the assumption that either of the clusters is neutral. We omit the details 
since this result has recently been obtained by Enss [IO], using an entirely 
different method. 
We start with a technical lemma. Let p be a strictly positive monotonically 
increasing C” function on [0, co) with p(x) = 1 for 0 < x ,< 1 and p(x) = x 
for 2 < x < co. Let p also denote the same function of / x 1 on R”. 
LEMMA 5. There exists a constant a such that 
1 
P(X - Y) 
<a$$ 
for all x, y  E PP. Moreow all partial derivatives of p aye bounded functions on R”. 
Proof. Inequality (3.1) is obtained by combining 
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The second statement follows by a direct computation of the partial derivatives 
for 1 x 1 > 2. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the subgroup G of SO(3) with respect to which p 
is invariant is nontrivial in the sense that lR3 is not decomposible as a sum of three 
one-dimensional representations of G. Then 
where pS E Z1{L2(R3)) and A is a symmetric matrix of the form 
(3.2) 
for a suitable coordinate system. 
Proof. Let p have center of charge at the origin and support within {x: 
1x1 <R).ThenpIisL2withinjxj <RandC”for/x/ >R.Asjxj-+oo 
we have the asymptotic expansion 
w, = * + (Ax, x> ( x (6 + O(l x r4)Y 
where the quadrupole moment A inherits the symmetry group G of p. Therefore 
at least two eigenvalues of A coincide and A is of the form (3.2) for suitable 
axes. Since p(x) and / x 1 coincide for 1 x / > 2 the theorem follows. 
We adopt the assumptions of Theorem 6 from now on, and note that A 
commutes with the group SO(2) of matrices 
although the potential p3 need not do so. We are interested in scattering for 
the Hamiltonian H5 = H,, + V, , where 
e 
= &l - %I 
+ (4x1 -x2), Xl - %) + y&,, -q 
P@l - FJ5 
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and YE Z1{Ls(R3)}. We shall also need the intermediate Hamiltonians Hi = 
HO + Vi , where 
Vl(Xl , x2) = -t- , 
i XI I 
V,(Xl , x2) = -% 7 
P@l> 
VdXl ,x2> = 
e 
Pbl - x2) ' 
V&l ) x2) = 
e 
PC% - x2) 
+ <4x1 - x2), Xl - “%) 
PC% - x2j5 . 
THEOREM 7. The modijed wave operators exist and are complete for H5 
provided the wave operators between H, and Hi,, exist and are complete for i = 
1,2,3,4. 
Proof. The modified wave operators for HI exist and are complete by 
[I, 71 and the decoupling between the x1 and x2 variables. The remainder of 
the theorem is just an application of the chain rule. 
The existence and completeness of the wave operators between HI and H2 , 
and between H4 and H5 , is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and the 
standard Kato-Birman theory, since the difference of the potentials is short 
range in each case. Following Simon [I 71 we deal with the pair H, , H3 by 
exploiting the SO(3) symmetry and the pair H3 , H4 by exploiting the SO(3) 
symmetry. All the potentials V, , V, , V, lie in C,= so the results of Lemma 4 
may be freely used. 
4. APPLICATION OF SIMON'S TECHNIQUE 
We use the SO(2) symmetry of H3, H4 to reduce the scattering problem to 
one in two-dimensional space, which we then solve by the usual Kato-Birman 
theory. We let Ji* denote the generator of the one-parameter group on L2(R3) 
induced by the action of SO(2) on R3, the index i = I, 2 indicating which par- 
ticle the operator acts on. We also write JSz = Jlz + J2” so that all three 
angular momentum operators commute. Their eigenvalues are in each case the 
integers, and the spectral projections are denoted Pij where i = 1, 2, 3 and j E Z, 
so that 
PSn = c p,jp,“-i. 
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LEMMA 8. The wave operators between H3 and H4 exist and are complete ;f 
for all n 
p(&1)-“‘“( 1 + KJh’( 1 + I&)-h” P3” E x2 (4.1) 
for large enough h1 and h, . 
Proof. Since Jsz and Psn commute with H3 and H4, it is sufficient to apply 
the Kato-Birman theory in each subspace P3n(L2(lR6)} separately, and to prove 
that . 
Psn(H3 + E)-“( V, - V,)(H, + E)-kP,n E s: 
for large enough K. By Lemma 4 it is sufficient to prove that 
P,“(H, + l)-“( Vs - V,)(H,, + l)-“Pa” E $r 
which follows from 
1 V, - V, 11’2(H0 + 1)-“Pa” E X2 . 
Now 
(4.2) 
by Lemma 5. Also if k = h, + h, + ha then 
llwi + lPW2 + 1) he+ha(HO + l)-” 11 < 1 
since Kl and K, commute. We therefore end up with the condition 
P(Q~)-~‘~ P(Q~)~‘~(K~ + l)-“‘(K2 + l)--he--h, Psn E j2 
which follows from (4.1) provided ha is large enough so that 
II ~@2)~‘~@2 + l)+ II < 00. 
The following lemmas are needed in our proof that (4.1) does indeed hold. 
We let Uj denote the isometric map of L2((0, co) x IR} onto P2jL2(R3) defined 
in cylindrical polars by 
(UJ)(r, 0, z) = &-J(r, z) r-lj2eije. 
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LEMMA 9. If h, is large enough then as operators on L2(R3) 
II P,‘(l + K2P II2 < 4 +i”>-’ 
for all j E 2. 
Proof. We start from the identity 114, p. 1601 
U;;*KJJj = - &, 1s + f (Y” + 9) 
from which we deduce that 
PGf, f > 3 yip I 
4;Ly21 + f (Y’ + 9)) 
for all f E P2j{L2(R3)> and all 1 j 1 3 1. Since [X2 , P2iJ = 0 it follows that 
P2jE = E, where E is the spectral projection of K, for the interval [a /j (, CD). 
Hence 
!I P4(1 + W2 II = II P2Wl + IQ-“)ll 
< a( 1 + i2)-‘. 
It follows that 
11 p;(l + K2)+ II2 < a( 1 tj”)-’ li(l f Ks)-~‘+’ 112 
< c(1 +i”)-’ 
for large enough h,. 
In the next lemma we let lJi denote the isometric map of L2(0, CO) onto 
P3{L2(W)> defined in polar coordinates by 
( Ujf)(r, 0) = &f(r) r-lj2eije. (4.3) 
LEMMA 10. The operator Vi e * Atj2 Uf on L2(0, CO) has integral kernel dominated 
pointwise by 
Jr, s) = + & e--(r-s)a/2t. (4.4) 
Proof. If f  E Lz(0, 00) then g = Uj e * *tjZU3f is given explicitly by 
n (rs)liz _ 2 o_ 
gk) = La I, -%i- 
e (1. +s- 2rscos(e-m))/2teim(~-e) f  (4 ds 4 
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using (4.3) and the standard form for e At~Z in Cartesian coordinates. Hence the 
required integral kernel is dominated by 
(YS)llZ an 
3-T _ e-(T2+s2- J n ?7 
29.5 COB 0) /Zt &j < o’iz e-(r-8)2/2t sn e-2mBe/,at & 
2xt -n 
___ e-(r-sP/2t* 
Note. If j # 0 then one may omit the factor ~12 on the right-hand side of 
(4.4) by an argument based on the Feynman-Kac formula and Dirichlet decoup- 
ling [17], but this does not work for j = 0, and was the reason for the exclusion 
of the two-dimensional case in [17]. 
LEMMA 11. There is a constant c < 00 such that for all je Z one has the 
estimate 
for the operators on L2( R3). 
Proof. If (x, y, a) is a generic point of W then 
p(Q)-3’” (1 - & d)-2 P3 
= A,,@-314 &x” + y2)V]-3/4 (1 - & $)-I 
where A and B are bounded operators on Ls( W). Now 
as an operator on L*(R) so we need only show that 
11 p[(x2 + yy-J-3/4 11 - & ($ + %)I-’ pj lie G c. 
Using Uj to transfer this operator to L2(0, co), we see by Lemma 10 and a 
standard expansion for the resolvent in terms of e At/Z that its integral kernel is 
dominated by 
q(y)--3/Q--bl+d, 
which is Hilbert-Schmidt and independent of j. 
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THEOREM 12. The condition (4.1) is satisjed for large enough h, and h, 
Proof. We start from 
I/ p(~*)-3’2(1 + lu,)-“v + K2P p3n II2 
< 2 II p(QJ”‘“( 1 + Jq+ P,‘(l + &)+ P3R !I2 
= c II p(QJ”‘“(1 + KJ”’ Pjj 112 Ij P;-ql + K2)+ 113 , 
where the operators on the right-hand side are considered as acting on L2(R3). 
This sum is convergent by the estimates given in Lemmas 9 and 11. 
The existence and completeness of the wave operators for the pair H, , 
H3 is rather similar to the above and to [17], using the SO(3) symmetry and 
spherical polar coordinates to reduce to a problem on L2(0, a). One minor 
change is that (4.2) must be replaced by the following estimate, which gives 
weaker decay with respect to x1 , this being compensated by the increased 
symmetry. 
LEMMA 13. There exists a constant c such that 
I V,(Xl 1 x2) - V,(x, 9 x2)1 < cP(~2n4%-“* 
PYOOf. If 
f(t) = ep(x, - tx,)-l 
then 
I f’(t>l = I e&3 - tx2F2x2 * Vfh - tx2)l 
G CP(X2) &I - tx2f2 
by the boundedness of Vp. Hence 
I f’(t>t G cPw”/4~2>” 
by Lemma 5. It follows that 
I V3 - I/, I = If(l) -fW 
G w& If’(t)l 
G +*)-2 P (xJ3- 
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5. DISSIPATIVE EFFECTS 
We have so far taken account of the atoms in the lattice only in as far as they 
bind the chosen nucleus to the origin. Returning to the case of short-range 
(neutron) scattering we now mention two other effects. The first is that the 
neutron actually undergoes an infinite sequence of collisions leading to a random 
walk through the lattice; to discuss this would obviously require a major refor- 
mulation of the problem. We can, however, deal with the simpler changes 
caused by the dissipation of the energy of the nucleus due to its Coulomb inter- 
actions with the neighboring atoms in the lattice. 
To do this we represent the lattice of all atoms by a phonon field, whose 
Hilbert space is of the form 
F=C@2@@ &f @*... 
f 1 sym 
We denote the phonon Hamiltonian by H, and the phonon ground state by Q 
SO that H&2 = 0. The neutron Hamiltonian is HI = -(1/2m)d on L2(W3) 
and the total Hamiltonian on La((ws) @ F is 
H=H,+H,+hX=H,,+XX, 
where the interaction X is supposed to be localized in a neighborhood of the 
origin. We assume xplicitly that the following hypothesis is satisfied, throughout 
this section. 
Hypothesis. There is a bounded operator A on L2([w3) @ 3 and a bounded 
potential I/ of compact support on Iw3 such that 
x = (V @ 1) A(V @ 1). 
This condition on X is far from the weakest possible with our method, but 
there seems little point in improving it in view of other, more serious problems. 
Since X is bounded H is self-adjoint on the same domain as H,, . 
If P = 1 Q)(Q 1 then 1 @ P commutes with H,, and elastic neutron scattering 
is described by the operator 
S, = s$F (1 @ P) eiH0te-2iHteiHo’(1 @ P) 
provided this limit exists. Let P,, be the absolutely continuous spectral projec- 
tion of H, the corresponding projection for H,, being I. 
THEOREM 14. The elastic scattering operator S, and the corresponding wave 
operators 
all exist. 
s-lim eViHteiHot( 1 @ P), 
t-VW 
slix3 (1 @ P) eiHuteCiHtP,, 
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Proof. The first statement is implied by the second and third, which follow 
from 
{fql 0 P) - (1 0 P) KJ)(l + Ho)-” 64 
by the Kato-Birman theory. To prove this we note that the left-hand side equals 
A-( 1 @ P)(l + H&Q 
= X{(l + IS,)-” 0 P> 
= (V @ 1) A(V(1 + H,)-” @ P> 
the last term lying in Yr for n > 2. 
It does not seem likely that the existence and unitarity of the full scattering 
operator 
s = lim pf,,te-2iHtefHOt 
*+m 
can be shown using the Kato-Birman theory, or indeed any other known 
technique, because of the absence of any real restrictions on the phonon Hamil- 
tonian Hz . However, the following partial result is of some interest. 
THEOREM 15. There is a constant A, > 0 such that if 1 h 1 < A,, , the wave 
operators 
exist and are unitary. The Hamiltonian H then has a purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum. 
Proof. This is straightforward application of Kato’s smooth perturbation 
technique [12]. The crucial estimate is that 
f(t) = I/ A(V @ I) ediHot(V @ I)11 
which lies inL1(R) for V of the stated type, as was shown in [12]. 
6. DYNAMICAL SEMIGROUP SCATTERING 
Another way of allowing for the effects of the rest of the lattice on the neutron 
scattering is to include in the evolution equation of the nucleus dissipative terms 
which describe emission of energy into the lattice. This can be done using the 
theory of quantum dynamical semigroups [q. 
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We assume that a*, a are the harmonic oscillator creation-annihilation 
operators on the usual space SE? 2 L2(R) and that 52, is the vacuum state, with 
al& = 0. The nuclear motion is supposed to be described by the evolution 
equation 
where W, c > 0 and p lies in the Banach space .F(tis) of trace-class operators on 
Zs . According to [4, 5, 111 the solution of this equation is p(t) = T,(t) p(O), 
where T,(t) is a quantum dynamical semigroup on F(L%$) for which z1a = 
j 52,) (Q, ) is an invariant state. Moreover by [4] 
for all p E S(Ss) with tr[p] = 1, so that T, describes the irreversible relaxation 
of the harmonic oscillator to its ground state. 
If SI = L2(R3) and HI = -(I /2m)d then the free neutron evolution is 
given by the evolution equation 
for p E F(Zr). The free evolution on 39 E Y(.Y& @ 2s) is then defined by 
dp - -= zoop = Z$ + z2p, dt 
whose solution determines a dynamical semigroup T,(t) on k%. We identify 
Y(&$) with the subspace L@a = F(YZ’~) 0 x w2 of g and let P be the projection 
PP = b[fl) 0 v2 
of .c% onto a0 . We note that T,(t) commutes with P and that T,-,(t) is a one 
parameter group of automorphisms on S?,, .
We now introduce an interaction by letting the self-adjoint operator X on 
tiI @ &?2 satisfy the above hypothesis and defining T(t) as the dynamical 
semigroup on 99 with generator 
-G> = -%4 - WC PI* 
The scattering theorem for these dynamical semigroups is as follows. 
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THEOREM 16. There is a constant /\o > 0 such that if 1 h 1 < ;b , the limit 
f;ix T(t) T&-t)p = W-p (6.2) 
exists for all p E ~3,, . Also 
hm(l - P) T(t)p = 0 
for all p E 23 and 
pi? T,( -t) PT(t)p = W+p (6.4) 
(6.3) 
exists for all p E L4?. 
Comments. Physically we are saying that if the atom is in its ground state and 
the neutron is moving freely at t = ---co then the same is the case at t = $-co, 
and the two neutron states are related in the interaction picture by a completely 
Positive trace-preserving map W+ W- on Y(ZI). 
Proof. We deduce our results from Theorem 15 after constructing the 
unitary dilation of the dynamical semigroup as in [5, 111. 
By [5, 1 I] one may write the Boson Fock space S with single particle space 
I?(R) as a tensor product 9 = X2 @ 3Ecj so that the vacuum is D = ,R, @ L$ , 
and so that the free Hamiltonian H2,3 on 9 coincides with Q on L2(R) has the 
property that 
for all p E .Y(X2), where zrg = ( G$)(J& I. Therefore if the self-adjoint operator 
H is defined on SI @ & @ &$ by 
H = HI + H2,3 + hX = H,, + hX 
we see using the Trotter product formula that 
and 
T”(t)p = tr,[ebiHot(p @ vs) eiHUt] 
T(t)p = tr,[e-“Ht(p @ 8J ei”“] 
for all p E 9-(X1 @ S2). Moreover the wave operators exist and are unitary 
for the pair Ho , H on tiI @ {S2 @ 8s) for small enough A, by Theorem 15. 
This leads immediately to (6.2) and (6.4) as soon as we have established (6.3). 
We actually prove the stronger result that for all p EY’(X~ @ X2 @ X;), 
e-iHtpeiHt . IS asymptotically of the form q @ u(t) as t + co, where o(t) E 
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9(ti1 @ Xa); (6.3) then follows by applying tr, to both sides. It is enough to 
show that for all # E Z1 @ .X2 @ #a, eeiHt+ is asymptotically of the form 
Sz, @ #(t) as t --f CO, where 4(t) E #1 @ #a . But 
so we have finally to show that for all I/J E X1 @ Hz @ %a, eeiHot# is asymp- 
totically of the form R, @ $(t) as t - 00, where 4(t) E X1 @ &?a. Since &I 
and sz @ Ha are uncoupled for the time evolution determined by H,, this 
follows from the fact that for all 1,4 E %s @ Ha, e-tH*.3t# is asymptotically of 
the form Q @ #(t) as t --f CO, where t)(t) E A$ . This is equivalent to (6.1). 
We finally draw the reader’s attention to a similar scattering problem for 
dynamical semigroups solved by Bobker [2], who used the smooth perturbation 
technique directly rather than via unitary dilations. 
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